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Abstract— Writing has been increasingly regarded by the
testers of language tests as an important indicator to assess
the language skill of testees. As such tests become more and
more popular and the number of testees becomes larger,
it is a huge task to score so many essays by raters. So
far, many methods have been used to solve this problem
and the traditional method is Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA). In this paper, we introduce a new incremental
method of LSA to score essays effectively when the dataset
is massive. By comparison of the traditional method and
our new incremental method, concerning the running time
and memory usage, experimental results make it obvious
that the incremental method has a huge advantage over the
traditional method. Furthermore, we use real corpora of
test essays submitted to the MHK test (Chinese Proficiency
Test for Minorities), to demonstrate that the incremental
method is not only efficient but also effective in performing
LSA. The experimental results also show that when using
incremental LSA, the scoring accuracy can reach 88.8%.
Index Terms— automated essay scoring, incremental latent
semantic analysis, singular value decomposition

I. I NTRODUCTION
RITING is an essential part of language tests,
and it is an important indicator to assess a students’ language skill. In such tests, students are usually
required to write an essay based on a given question,
and raters score these essays according to some given
criteria. Traditionally, because the raters usually combine
their subjective judgements with these criteria, the human
scoring methods will lead to an inaccuracy of grading
[1]. At the same time, as the amount of testees increases
rapidly, human scoring is a labor-intensive task [2] [3].
Therefore, a more accurate and faster automated scoring
method has been desired for a long time.
Researchers have devoted to the automated scoring field
for twenty years. PEG [4] is the earliest system for automated scoring, in which the part of speech, the amount
and the usage of words are the primary concerns. E-rater
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[5] is of great use for GMAT, developed by Educational
Test Service (ETS). Its features include the analysis of
the discourse structure, the syntactic structure and the vocabulary usage [6]. Bayesian Essay Test Scoring System
(BETSY) [7] is based on Multivariate Bernoulli Model
and the Bernoulli Model. Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA)
[8], which is based on LSA, compares the contents among
essays. By comparison of words presented in the dataset
and making the relations of the words clear, any essay
can be scored under the semantic space constructed by
the dataset. In addition to these systems, some other
novel methods have also been introduced, such as multiclassifier fusion [9] and so forth.
Usually, there are three levels upon which to evaluate
an essay [10]: word (including characters in Chinese or
other Asian languages, or spelling in western languages),
sentence and paragraph. W ord is the basic part and
testees are required to use correct characters, spelling and
meaningful words; sentence means students are required
to think about the confluence of sentences and intersentences, and the relations between the topic and these
sentences; paragraph is a consideration about the logic
relations among paragraphs and even the whole passage.
As to the current technique on automated essay scoring,
word remains an basic and crucial part of assessing an
essay [11]. In real world, there are numerous ways to
express one thing. This character of any natural language
not only brings up the synonyms and ambiguities in
the semantics, but also the sparsity and scalability in
natural language processing, which leads to difficulties
in computation.
LSA is a technique that has been successfully applied
into a wide range of fields and industries [12] [13] [14]
[15], such as bioinformation [16] [17], web document
comprehending [18], language processing [19] [20] [21]
and signal processing [22]. It is used for comparing the
essays in a reduced dimensionality semantic space based
on the words they contain [23] [24]. Its main tasks are
to avoid the surface of the language comlexity, and to
understand the true meaning the words are expressed from
a semantic perspective. According to the words appeared
in the dataset, a weighted matrix is used to reduce the
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dimensionality, and to represent the true significance of
the words.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is the main algorithm for LSA to produce low-rank approximations
[25]. By SVD, the original dictionary-based space will
be divided into three subspaces whose elements are often regarded as semantics. Obsoleting useless semantics
and multiplying the new matrices will reconstruct the
semantic-based space. This technique which shows viability theoretically, however, cannot be used effectively
even practically when faced with massive streams of data.
Earlier experiments showed that neither memory usage
nor time consuming can support such huge a dataset for
SVD.
In order to resolve the problems regarding memory
usage and time consuming, incremental SVD has been
successfully introduced by Matthew Brand [26], and has
been implemented into the fields of image processing
[27], information retrieval such as recommender systems
[28] [29] and natural language processing [23]. Automated essay scoring using incremental LSA, however, is a
new method. Although many researchers have introduced
LSA [30] [31] [32], no one has ever used incremental
LSA and incremental SVD. In this paper, we use incremental SVD as a part of incremental LSA, to process
huge datasets of test essays. Experimental results show
that this incremental method is effective to reduce the
usage of memory and time consuming without lowering
the performance of automated scoring in comparison with
human scoring.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II we introduce the basic idea of SVD and incremental
SVD. In section III we describe the proposed method
and we show our experimental results and discussion in
section IV. Finally, in section V we conclude this paper
and point out the future work.
II. P RELIMINARIES

B. Update SVD by adding columns
Suppose the matrix C, which consists of additional
columns, will be added to the original matrix M , then we
firstly apply traditional SVD on M and get the result of
formula (1). With being mathematically proved, by adding
additional C, we can get:
[
][
]T
Σ L VT 0
[M C] = [U J]
(3)
0 K
0 I
where L = U T C. Let H = C − U L, then by QR
decomposition or other methods upon H,[ we will
] get
QR
Σ L
H −−→ JK. The matrix in the middle
will
0 K
be continually applied with traditional SVD. Finally, we
multiply all medium results and get the updated result:
[ T
]T
V
0
[M C] = [U J]U ′ · Σ′ ·
V ′T = U ′′ · Σ′ · V ′′T .
0 I
(4)
For a more specific proof and geometric interpretation,
please refer to [26] in detail.
III. T HE PROPOSED M ETHOD
Traditionally, LSA can be performed through five substeps and these five sub-steps are text preprocessing,
weighting, calculating SVD, correlation measurement and
correlation method [33]. However, calculating SVD becomes a hard even impossible task when faced with a
massive dataset. So, we use incremental LSA to resolve
the problem effectively, and its flowchart is shown in
Figure 1. At first, all the essays will be segmented into
words and constructed into the essay vectors which form
the original dataset matrix as Figure 2 shows. Next, applying incremental algorithm on that matrix will establish
a semantic space, where all the essay vectors can be reprojected. Finally, all the essay vectors with their human
scoring results as labels will be sent into the support
vector machine for training. Thus, all the essays in the
dataset will have their own predicted automated scoring.

A. Conventional batch SVD
The underlying algorithm of LSA is SVD, which can
construct a semantic space of a given dataset. Given rrank matrix M, upon which we apply SVD:
M = U ΣV T

(1)

where U and V are orthogonal matrices, and the elements
in Σ are singular values those are in descending order.
Specially, in natural language processing, maintaining
only k≪r will produce a lower dimensionality and better
approximation about the original matrix M . By removing
the (r - k) diagonal elements, (r - k) columns in U and
(r - k) rows in V and (r - k) elements in Σ where the
elements with far too small values are considered to be
noise and unnecessary, we can multiply the matrices and
get the approximation to the original matrix:
′

T
Mm×n = Um×k Σk×k Vk×n
.
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(2)

A. Text pre-processing
Text pre-processing is the first sub-step and it includes
two parts: segmenting and producing t-d matrix. The t-d
(term-document) matrix is based on the amount of words
(terms) appeared in the essays (documents). For example,
ai,j is the number of times of the i-th word appeared in
the j-th essay in the dataset. In this paper, we regard each
column as an essay vector which is denoted as dj , whose
feature is the number of words in the training set or that
of latent semantics.
Because the essays in the dataset are represented as
texts without space as delimiter of words, it is necessary
to segment the texts reasonably. There are many methods
that have been developed, for example, tri-gram-based
method that is used for disperse string detection [34],
using lexicon dictionary [35] method and other methods.
Due to that word segmenting is a direct factor that
influences the preciseness of t-d matrix, even further, that
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Algorithm 1 Incremental SVD
Input: Matrix M with n essay vectors
Output: Matrix U, Σ, V
1: n′ ← initialized value
2: add num ← batch size
3: M ′ ← the first n′ essay vectors of M
4: [U ΣV ] ← svd(M ′ ,0)
5: the first n′ essay vectors ← 0
6: repeat
7:
Matrix C ← the first add num essay vectors ̸= 0
of M
8:
current rank ← U.rank
9:
[tU, tΣ, tV ] ← svds([M ′ C], current rank)
10:
Update([U, Σ, V ], [tU, tΣ, tV ])
11:
the first add num essay vectors of M ← 0
12: until M=0

producing
t-d matrix

calculating TF-IDF matrix

incremental
SVD

scoring
performance
measurement

reprojecting

Support Vector Machine

training set. As to IDF, it can be calculated as
n
IDFi,j = log
(7)
1 + DFi
where n is the size of the training set (or the amount of
essay vectors), and DFi is the number of essays which
contain the i-th word.
For generating the TF-IDF matrix of the testing set,
a special situation exists that no essay contains the ith word, so, in case of dividing zero, we add 1 to the
denominator.

Figure 1. The flowchart of the proposed method

C. Incremental LSA

Figure 2. Original dataset matrix

of TF-IDF matrix, we use weighted finite-state transducer(WFST), which is based on our previous research [36],
to produce reasonable segmentation.
Additionally, eliminating stopwords is a necessary step,
since they are of high frequencies without real meaning,
such as preposition, verbal auxiliaries and so forth. After
the t-d matrix of the dataset has been generated, the word
corpus will be confirmed as well. The subsequent steps,
including matrix weighting, will base on this word corpus.
Specifically, the training set and the testing set are sharing
the same word corpus confirmed by the training set.
B. Weighting
The TF-IDF matrix, where TF stands for the term
frequency and IDF for inverse document frequency, is a
common method for weighting [37]. Every element in the
m-n matrix can be weighted as
wi,j = T Fi,j × IDFi,j
The term frequency, T Fi,j is defined as
numi,j
T Fi,j = ∑m
k=1 numk,j

(5)

(6)

where numi,j is the number of the i-th word appeared in
the j-th essay, and m is the number of the words in the
© 2014 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Incremental LSA is composed of two parts: incremental decomposition of a dictionary-based space and reprojection of any essay vector under the reconstructed
semantic space. The first part can be completed by incremental SVD, which avoids the synonyms and ambiguities
about words and enables the essay vectors to be projected onto the low-dimension semantic space. The second
part is called re-projection, and any essay vector based
on term-frequency can be represented under that space.
These components will be described below.
1) Incremental SVD: The core of LSA is performing
SVD on TF-IDF matrix for training. Algorithm 1 is our
method of incremental SVD.
We get the first M essay vectors, called initialized
value, to apply the conventional SVD, which is faster
because of the less essay vectors and hence far too
smaller matrix. Then, we obtain a mediate result of
decomposition.
The next step is to update the mediate result by adding
N columns, called batch size, from the rest part of TFIDF matrix. According to the mathematical derivation we
introduced previously, it is easier and faster to update the
mediate result, and it has been proved that this updating
result is approximate to the conventional SVD of the
original matrix [26]. This process of updating will repeat
until all the essay vectors in the TF-IDF has been added
to the mediate result. Finally, we can get the result of
incremental SVD.
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During the process, an important problem is to maintain
necessary semantics used to construct the semantic space.
As the decomposition goes, the rank of Σ will possibly
increase, and thus, the redundant semantics will be produced. Producing too much noise will not only lower the
preciseness of the semantic space, but also has impact
on computational performance, i.e, larger memory usage
for saving data and longer running time. Therefore, we
maintain k latent semantics, called threshold value, to
guarantee the effectiveness during the updating procedure
and removing useless semantics immediately.
Incremental SVD is a faster algorithm than conventional method, especially for massive datasets. In fact,
as the batch size become larger, the processing time is
relatively becoming less and the usage of memory less
either. Experimental results will be given in the next
section.
2) Re-projecting: Applying formula (2), where k is the
threshold value or the number of semantics remained,
will construct a semantic space of the dataset. Any
essay vector based on term-frequency and the same word
corpus, dj , can be re-projected to the semantic space.
Suppose that U ·Σ·V T is the final result of incremental
SVD performed on TF-IDF matrix of the training set, and
dj is an essay vector based on the same word corpus. Then
by Formula (8), we will re-project dj to the semantic
space as :
dbj = Σ−1 · U T · dj
(8)
3) Scoring performance measurement: In this final
part, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM) to automatically score the essays.
The incremental method is effective for processing
massive datasets, especially for automated essay scoring.
The word corpus is established on the training set, which
is used to produce t-d matrix for the testing set. Additionally, all the essay vectors in the testing set will be reproject to the semantic space constructed by the training
set.
According to [38], the optimized solution
of
SVM
can
be
expressed
as
follows:
∑l
min 12 wT w + C i=1 ξi
(9)
w,b,ξ

yi (wT ϕ(xi ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , l,
where yi can be used as human scoring in our
experiments. The number n is the threshold value,
xi ∈ Rn is the essay vector which will be mapped
into a high-dimensional space by ϕ(xi ), and C is the
regularization parameter.
subject to

K(xi , xj ) = ϕ(xi )T ϕ(xj )
= exp(−γ||xi − xj ||2 ), γ > 0

(10)

Essay vectors from the training set and their human
scores are used to generate support vectors, and to establish decision benchmarks. Upon those benchmarks, the
essay vectors from the testing set are classified according
to support vectors. By this kind of classification, their
© 2014 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

class labels of essay vectors from the testing set are the
automated scores predicted by SVM.
Comparing the human scores with the predicted scores
from the testing set, we can estimate the performance of
incremental LSA used in automated essay scoring with
massive datasets.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Enviroment and datasets
In text pre-processing, we use our previous study
WFST written in C++ language [36] to segment the
essays. In the incremental procedure, we use MATLAB
and C language to compute matrices. Finally, we use
LIBSVM [39] to complete automated scoring. These parts
are integrated into our automated essay scoring system
where all of them run on a Linux machine with the CPU
2.0GHz Intel Xeno E5-2620 and 96G memory. In order
to estimate the performance of incremental SVD, we use
15,776 test essays from MHK as the training set [10], and
1,000 test essays as the testing set.
When searching for the optimum batch size, we decompose the matrices firstly with the batch size from 1
to 10 at intervals of 1, and then from 100 to 1000 at
intervals of 25. After the least time usage is confirmed, we
refine the range to find out the optimum batch size more
precisely. For the training set, the corresponding human
scores (from 0 to 6 at intervals of 0.5) will be added to the
essay vectors in order to train the support vector machine
model. In our experiments, the tool we use for training
is LIBSVM [39], and we use automatic training tools to
find out the best parameters C and , which are 2048.0
and 0.0078125 respectively. Using the SVM model, we
classify the testing set.
Note that the process of computing is unstable which
leads to the fluctuation of the results, so in our experiments, we run each round for 10 times and use the average
values.
B. Computing time
According to the training set, the TF-IDF is a 12,97515,776 matrix, where the size of the word corpus confirmed by the training set is 12,975, and contains 15,776
essays. As previously stated, it is an impossible task for
conventional SVD as the dataset is too big. In contrast,
incremental method is far less time consuming. The
computing results of incremental SVD are shown in Table
I and Figure 3. In these experiments, we set the initial
batch size from 10 to 1,000, at intervals of 10 and 100, and
the initialized value and threshold value are both 100. As
we know, when the batch size is 0, there is no difference
between conventional and incremental SVD. But as the
batch size increases, the running time of incremental
SVD decreases sharply at first, and continues increasing
gradually.
When we concentrate on the results where the curve
shows the optimum batch size, from 200 to 400, as are
shown in Table II and Figure 4, we can get our optimum
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TABLE I.
T HE RUNNING TIME OF INCREMENTAL SVD
Batch size
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
1000

TABLE II.
O PTIMUM BATCH SIZE

Time (s)
463.7294
255.4206
180.6784
148.7053
124.1791
108.4457
103.2142
92.754
86.0899
82.7572
69.81877
66.0840
68.7404
69.9703
79.8691
87.6521
94.3936
105.9955

Batch size
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400

500

Computing time (s)

400

Time (s)
69.81877
68.83114
68.25197
68.29288
67.64322
67.90268
68.84589
68.03251
65.89831
66.77077
66.08409
65.95101
65.23065
66.52441
66.03742
66.58706
66.34916
67.18953
67.26448
68.7329
68.7404

300

200

TABLE III.
C OMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL SVD

AND INCREMENTAL

SVD

100

Size of the training set
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

31552
47328
63104
78880
94656
110432
126208
141984
157760

1000

Batch size

Figure 3. The running time of incremental SVD

9000

7500

Computing time (s)

batch size is about 320. Therefore, in the subsequent
experiments the batch size is set to 320.
We compare conventional SVD with incremental SVD
in Table III and Figure 5. In our experiments we increase
the size of the training set, from 31,552 to 157,760,
and it shows that when the size grows larger and larger,
incremental SVD is far more efficient than conventional
SVD. When the size grows to 110,432, the running time
of conventional SVD is more than two hours, as is shown
in Table III and Figure 5, so it is obvious that incremental
SVD performs much better.

Time (s)
incremental conventional
141.661
1111.324
231.759
1692.691
339.327
2617.137
460.742
3858.184
592.244
5466.019
680.372
7929.217
824.693
N\A
978.254
N\A
1145.381
N\A

6000

4500

3000

1500

0
31552

47328

63104

78880

94656

110432

126208

141984

157760

Size of the training set
Conventional

Incremental

75

Computing time (s)

70

Figure 5. Comparison of conventional SVD and incremental SVD

65
60
55

TABLE IV.

50

OPTIMUM BATCH SIZES FOR DIFFERENT SIZES OF DATASETS
45
40
200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400

Batch size
Different batch values

Polynominal !itting

Figure 4. Optimum batch size
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Size
Optimum batch size
Size
Optimum batch size

10000
296
50000
360

20000
308
60000
432

30000
320
70000
476

40000
348
80000
490
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90400

34.00

75400

30.00

Memory usage (MB)

Relative update times

32.00

28.00
26.00
24.00

60400

45400

30400

22.00
15400

20.00
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

400

Essay vectors (thousand)

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000

70000

80000

Size of the training set
Conventional

Incremental

Figure 6. Relative update times

C. Relative update times
According to the size of the training set, the optimum batch size varies, and hence the update times.
The advantage of incremental SVD, however, is obvious
when facing large datasets. To make it clear, a series
of experiments have been conducted, and the results are
shown in Table IV.
In these experiments, we increase N from 10,000 to
80,000 at intervals of 10,000 with n′ = 100. Fixing
N and n′ , by performing various batch sizes on the
decomposition and observing the least time consuming,
we choose the optimum batch sizes according to different
sizes of datasets in Table IV.
From Table IV, we can see that as the size of the dataset
grows, the optimum batch size grows as well. For showing
that the performance of the incremental method does not
become worse, we compute relative update times.
The relative update times is used to observe the performance of the incremental method based on the size of
the dataset and the optimum batch size:
(N − n′ )
base
relative update times =
×
optimum batch size
N
(11)
where N is the amount of essay vectors (the size of the
original dataset matrix), and n′ is the initialized value.
The base means the size of the dataset as the unit. For
example, in our experiment, the base is 10,000 since N
starts growing at that number. In Formula (11), the first
part of the multiplication is to calculate the update times,
and the second part finishes the unification. The relative
update times reflects the calculating ability of incremental
SVD facing different sizes of datasets.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results about relative
update times. From Figure 6, we can see that as N
grows, relative update times declines, which means that
the incremental method will perform better and more
efficiently when the dataset grows larger.
D. Memory usage
In addition to computing time, economic memory usage
is an another huge advantage of incremental SVD. Figure
7 shows the comparison of these two methods in memory
usage as the size of the training set grows.
From Figure 7, we can see that the maximum memory
usage of incremental method is only 492M and incremental method performs relatively stably. In contrast,
© 2014 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Figure 7. Comparison of conventional and incremental SVD in memory
usage
TABLE V.
S CORING

ACCURACY OF CONVENTIONAL AND INCREMENTAL

Size of testing set
Tolerable scorings
Intolerable scorings
Scoring accuracy

Incremental
1000
888
112
88.8 %

SVD

Conventional
1000
888
112
88.8%

conventional method uses much more memory and increases distinctly. In practical application, language tests
usually produce a massive dataset, so, even given huge
memory, the decomposition task of conventional SVD
seems impossible, but it is viable for incremental SVD
to perform it.
E. Scoring performance
From the results above, it is obvious that incremental
SVD is of huge advantages both in running time and
memory usage. When it is used in LSA, what is important
is that it will not reduce the scoring accuracy, which is
calculated as follows:
∑n
t(hsi , psi )
scoring accuracy = i=1
(12)
n
where n is the size of the testing set, and hsi and psi
are the human scoring and the automated scoring of the
i-th essay respectively. The function t(hsi , psi ) is binary
which can be defined as:
{
1 |hs − ps| ≤ 1
t(hs, ps) =
(13)
0 otherwise
It is tolerable when the difference between human
and automated scoring is less than 1. Table V shows a
comparison of incremental and conventional methods in
scoring accuracy and it verifies that incremental SVD is
as effective as conventional method, and both their values
of scoring accuracy are 88.8%, which is acceptable.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Latent semantic analysis is of prevalence in the fields
of information retrieval and natural language processing.
Its primary algorithm, singular value decomposition, however, cannot deal with huge datasets. Our incremental
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method has a sharp contrast with traditional method
when faced with huge datasets, using far less memory
and time consuming. Experimental results also show that
this method can be effectively used in automated essay
scoring.
Our future works include the incremental algorithm
and the performance of automated scoring. In order to
get the optimum batch size, we need confirm the best
threshold value and initialized value, which will influence
the performance of the incremental algorithm. Secondly, it
is quite important to improve the correlation between the
human and the predicted scoring, for a wider application
of automated essay scoring.
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